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COLLECTION

WILDLIFE

Wildlife is a distressed aniline hide that has been tanned with 100% natural wet-green® tanning agent.
It is then finished with waxes that are exempt of pigments to create a high-end classic aged look with a slight pull-up effect.
It is chrome-free, metal-free, sustainable and made from renewable raw materials. To enhance its beauty and proof of origin,
this leather may show more natural scars and characteristics.
Average size of hide: 48ft2 (4.46m2)
Thickness: 1/1.2mm

Crib 5 treatable

Mineral Haze 7508

Daintree 7506

Curly Kale 7505

Blue Yonder 7510

Sunshade 7507

Buzzybee 7501

Tigernuts 7502

Windjammer 7504

Firestorm 7503

Bushwacker 7500

Spiced Manuka 7511

Hidey-hole 7509

Full Hide

For all Aniline orders: As a standard procedure, we strongly recommend that we send you a “Cutting for Approval” (CFA) upon order and before shipment as our current stock may vary in colour,
texture, sheen and finish from the samples you have seen or received. No return of leather will be accepted for dye-lot variances if a CFA was declined.
Please note: For non-domestic environments extra fire treatment may be needed for
all the leathers in this brochure.

Check your leather selection will be suitable for requirements.
Please contact us with your specifications.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO MOVE TOWARDS AN
ECO-FRIENDLIER AND SUSTAINABLE LEATHER RANGE?
The exquisite Olivenleder® leathers within this brochure are
tanned with wet-green® which is a globally award winning
patented technology.
Why choose Olivenleder®? The benefits are:
ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE
The ingredients for a sustainable product should not only be harmless to
the environment during production but ideally have a positive effect.
The wet-green® olive leaf extract is exclusively made from leaves of the
olive tree. At present, these leaves are often burned!
ECONOMICALLY SUSTAINABLE
When producing from renewable raw materials, the good intentions
often have a reverse effect as damage is caused elsewhere. For example,
agricultural land may no longer be available for growing food.
The olive tree leaves used for the wet-green® tanning agent accrue
anyway during pruning and harvesting!		
SOCIALLY SUSTAINABLE
Whether it is appropriate that people have to labour under ignoble
conditions when making a product is a question everyone needs to
answer for themselves.
In some Mediterranean regions, the production of the wet-green® tanning
agent was able to create new sources of income for farmers. wet-green®
make sure that they are paid fairly – for wet-green®, this is an aspect of
social sustainability.
MAGIC MOLECULE
Using the power of nature, the Olive leaf extract used for the tanning
agent is exclusively made from the fallen leaves of the Mediterranean
Olive harvest. No tree is felled, no plant sacrificed and no field cultivated.
It is a natural by-product. Manufactured in a similar way to brewing tea
and complying with the stringent demands of the food industry.
NATURAL BY-PRODUCTS
Rematerialisation by utilising a by-product to tan a by-product.
Repurposing what was once considered a waste material into a new
resource for a product. i.e. using the fallen olive leaves and fresh, un-salted
raw hides.

100% NATURAL
The tanning agent is made from Olive leaf extract.
ECO-FRIENDLY
The Olive leaf extract is good for the environment and free from any
risks to mankind. The production requires less energy to produce as well
as preventing many tons of carbon dioxide emissions as the fallen Olive
leaves are no longer burnt!
CHROME-FREE & METAL-FREE
Tanned with 100% natural Olive leaf extract. The wet-green® tanning
agent is free from metals and any chemically synthetic reactive tanning
agent.
RECYCLABILITY
The extract of Olive leaves is 100% made from renewable raw materials
and can circulate completely in the biological cycle. Waste water can be
fed to the waste water treatment plant.
CRADLE TO CRADLE
The wet-green® tanning agent has been Certified to “Gold” for the
sustainability of the material flow.
MATERIAL HEALTH
The wet-green® tanning agent meets the top standard “Platinum” in the
category “Material Health”.
KIND TO SKIN
The wet-green® tanning agent has been rated “very good” by the
Dermatest seal of approval.
REDUCED MANUFACTURING PROCESS
The pickling process of tanning is no longer required.

GLOBAL AWARDS
The Olivenleder® leathers within this brochure are tanned with the patented wet-green®
technology which is a globally award winning company:
• Cradle to Cradle Product Innovator Award 2015

• Material Health – “Platinum”*

• SEA – Sustainable Entrepreneurship Award 2015

• Sustania 100 - 2015

• Launch Nordic Winner 2015

• Cradle to Cradle - Gold*

• Dermatest – “Very good” rating*
*wet-green® tanning agent
cradle to cradle
Product Innovator
Award 2015

ECOLOGY

Ecology is a beautifully soft, supple & pigmented hide with a small, uniform emboss to help maximise the cutting yield and
durability. It has been tanned with 100% natural wet-green® tanning agent. To enhance the durability, this range
requires a small amount of EU regulated pigments (less than 5%) that are as yet not natural but we are working on it.
It is chrome-free, metal-free, sustainable and made from renewable raw materials.
Average size of hide: 48ft2 (4.46m2)
Thickness: 0.9/1.1mm

Crib 5 treatable

MORE COLOUR
OPTIONS. PLEASE
CONTACT US FOR
MORE DETAILS
Linden 6500

Minimum
quantity from
one hide only

Stocked
in the UK

Express
delivery

Sampling
service

To support the drive for a more sustainable future we would like to work with you.

Established in 1942, Wildman & Bugby Ltd are an internationally recognised leather
specialist. Proud to be a 3rd generation family business we are one of the UK’s largest
stockists and suppliers of high quality upholstery hides to designers, architects, specifiers
and manufacturers across the world.
A combination of traditional experience with young and dynamic ideas, has helped our
company evolve to meet the demands of our customers and maintain the highest quality,
service and innovation.

MARKETS
We supply a multiple array of companies, from the small independent upholsterers to
some of the UK’s leading brands, design companies and manufacturers. Our extensive
stock leathers have been specified and made into a diverse range of products from small
pieces of furniture and bespoke design work right up to complete hotels, yacht interiors,
airport lounges, automotive interiors and major chain restaurants to name but a few.
Some of our ranges have been made to suit a specific requirement, for example, our
JEEVES, ELEGANCE & NEPTUNE ranges meet both the domestic and Marine IMO
upholstery specification. The WILDLIFE & ECOLOGY ranges use wet-green® 100% natural
and biodegradable tanning agent.

ANILINE ADVICE & DISCLAIMER:
All aniline leathers are delicate and sensitive hides that are dyed through. Some aniline
leathers may have no protective coating at all yet others may have only a light surface
finish/protection leaving a very natural feel and appearance but are also more vulnerable
to marking, scratching and fading. The surface coating, if it has one, is not pigmented
in any way. Nature’s markings are part of the appeal of this type of leather and should
be appreciated. Healed scars, bug bites, neck & belly wrinkles all contribute to the
character of these very elegant leathers. Colour variation is a natural characteristic of
any aniline leather and colours will vary from hide to hide and dye-lot to dye-lot. When
pulled, stretched or used in tightly upholstered applications, expect the colour and sheen
to vary on pull-up and distressed leathers. Anilines are not as colourfast as pigmented
hides. Prolonged exposure to light and heat will cause aniline leathers to fade. A more
careful maintenance and understanding of this type of leather is required by the customer
to ensure that the leather is fit for purpose. Please check that an aniline leather will be
suitable for your requirements.

PIGMENTED:

SAMPLING
We recognise the importance of a speedy sampling service and we have individual samples
of all the colours shown in this collection, readily available for immediate despatch to you
or your customer. They, along with the colour samples in this collection, are for colour
reference and finish and should be regarded as no more than a guide as colours naturally
may vary from batch to batch.

AVAILABILITY
Please check the availability of your chosen colour with our sales team. We reserve the
right to change the range and discontinue colours. Should this very unlikely event happen,
we will always offer an alternative.

CHOOSING THE MOST SUITABLE LEATHER
RANGE

THE TYPES OF UPHOLSTERY LEATHER IN THIS COLLECTION ARE
ANILINE & PIGMENTED

TYPE

DURABILITY
HIGH RESISTANCE LOW RESISTANCE

WILD-OLIVE ECOLOGY PIGMENTED
WILD-OLIVE WILDLIFE
ANILINE
Please check your leather selection will be suitable for requirements. If you are unsure
whether the range you have chosen is going to be suitable for your environment, please
ring us for some friendly advice.

ORDERING

These hides undergo the same processes as Aniline and Semi-Aniline leathers, but are then
given additional pigmented finishes and treatments to enhance the yield and durability to
make the leather easier to clean and maintain.

UPHOLSTERY TEST STANDARDS
The leathers within this collection are produced by some of the most sophisticated
tanneries in the world. They have endured many tests and meet the British & European
standards for domestic aniline & pigmented upholstery leather. This includes the cigarette
and match requirements of the Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988 that has been
tested at UKAS approved laboratories. For all other environments please contact us with
your specifications and to discuss your requirements before placing an order. We will
always try our best to find a suitable leather.
All our tanneries are committed to quality and meet the BS EN ISO 9001 standards.

CRIB 5 (CONTRACT FIRE TREATMENT)
We have teamed up with one of the country’s leading flame proofers to provide all of our
crib 5 treatment at a very competitive price. All our leathers are able to be treated to this
standard. We pride ourselves in being one of the very few companies that can supply a
certificate for every treated batch to ensure that all your leather meets the required tests,
when tested in combination with the appropriate foam.
 LEASE NOTE: For non-domestic environments extra fire treatment may be
P
needed for all the leathers in this brochure.
Check your leather selection will be suitable for requirements. Please contact us
with your specifications.

Our leathers can be ordered by the hide, by square metre or square foot. The minimum
order is only 1 hide.

ENVIRONMENT

Orders can be placed by:
• Telephone
• Email
• In person

Wildman & Bugby buy from responsible, reliable and sustainable sources. We take our
environmental responsibility seriously. We are always looking at ways to improve our
environmental sustainability and consider the environment in every business activity we
do to prevent or minimise waste and recycle where possible.

• Fax
• Post
Contact details are on the back of this brochure.

PAYMENT

CARE OF YOUR LEATHER

In addition to our regular business accounts, we accept cash, bank transfers, cleared
cheques and the following cards for your convenience:

To give you years of enjoyment from your leather, please observe the following:

We advise that all our leathers are checked carefully on receipt for suitability, colour and
quality. We cannot accept any claims once the leather has been cut into or marked. On
the rare occasion that any leather is to be returned, please call us first as there may be a
handling/re-stocking fee applicable.

MORE LEATHERS / COLLECTIONS
As a constantly evolving company, we supply many more ranges of leathers that are not
shown in this brochure. They include the following:
• Essential Collection 1 Our extensive range of upholstery hides that we keep in stock
which include Aniline, Semi-Aniline, Pigmented and Automotive leathers across a wide
range of colours. They are all available for an express delivery.
• Jeeves Collection Over 100 colours of luxuriously soft & supple pigmented hides.
• Worcester Collection Over 50 colours of luxuriously soft & supple pigmented hides.
• Neptune Collection Over 100 colours of luxuriously soft & supple pigmented hides.
• Mozart Collection Over 20 colours of beautifully warm & soft full aniline hides.
• Superior Collection Over 25 colours of beautifully warm & soft full aniline hides.
• Atlas Collection Over 70 colours of soft & supple pigmented hides.
• Elegance Collection Over 50 colours of elegant pigmented hides with a luxurious sheen.
• An additional 1,000 + colours across many different ranges that are available within
3-10 working days and from only 1 hide upwards. So, if you do not see the leather or
colour you are looking for within our collections, please send us a cutting or call our sales
team and we will endeavour to match it.

SPECIALIST
We also offer many specialist articles such as Hair-On, Russet, Metallic, Pearlised,
Perforated, many embossed patterns etc so, if you are looking for that something special,
different and unique, please give us a call and we will try our best to source it for you.

MATCHING
For any order above 400m2, we are able to match any colour required and source almost
any type of leather. Please ring for more information.

ANILINE UPHOLSTERY LEATHER
• Avoid exposing your leather to direct sunlight or direct heat.
• Avoid sharp objects such as studs, buckles and zips coming into contact with the leather.
• Dust and vacuum your leather regularly.
• Leathers these days do not need to be fed and the use of saddle soap or wax polishes
should be avoided, especially spray polishes.
• Use of general household cleaning products, chemicals and abrasives are not
recommended as they can break down the protective surface and cause damage.
• Do not use any method or product not recommended by the manufacturer.

ANILINE INSTRUCTIONS
Spills should be blotted immediately with an absorbent dry cloth. Do not rub.

PIGMENTED INSTRUCTIONS
Wipe off stains and spills immediately with a soft, lightly damp cloth taking care not to
soak the leather.
Please note: Lighter colours of leather will be more prone to staining.

USEFUL CONVERSIONS
1 hide = average 4.46m2 (48ft2)
1 linear metre of 50” - 54” fabric = 1.67m2 (18ft2)
1 square metre = 10.764ft2

QUANTITY GUIDE
Typical furniture		
1 Seater Chair
=
2 Seater Sofa
=
3 Seater Sofa
=

Neck

Backbone
2100mm
84”

Belly

Hides needed:
1-2 Hides
2-3 Hides
3-4 Hides

Belly

1400mm
56”
Butt

Butt

Our hides normally range in size from 4m2 – 5.5m2 averaging 4.46m2 (48ft2). Naturally,
every hide varies in size so the illustration above is only a guide to the shape and size of a
typical hide. The average usable area depends on the pattern sizes you require. Please call
us if you require further advice.
Please call our sales team for more information on any of our leathers or visit our website
for the latest news, ranges and colours.
Leather is a 100% natural product. Each hide is truly unique and individual bearing the
distinctive marks and characteristics of its natural origin which will vary from hide to hide.
These are its beauty and give leather its authenticity, luxurious good looks, style, comfort,
long lasting durability and will develop a patina over time.
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Printed sustainably in the UK by a CarbonNeutral® company with FSC® chain of custody and
an ISO 14001 certified environmental management system recycling over 99% of all dry waste.

